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Lewiston blaze
worst since 1978
LEWISTON, Maine (AP)
— Dozens of people were
left, homeless Monday when
flames reduced five
downtown -wooden apart-
ment buildings to rubble in
what officials called the ci-
ty's worst fire disaster in a.
decade,
"At this point. we are cer-
tain there were no occupants
in any of thebuildings" dur-
7ing the predawn fire, Depu-
ty Chief Robert Laplante
said after officials checked
_lists of an estimated 50
tenants in seven buildings
that burned.
Five of the two- to four-
story structures burned to
the ground, two others were
kit with only their walls
standing and an eighth
, building was heavily damag-
ed by water when firefighters
hosed it down to protect it
. from the flames. One of the
burned buildings had been
.*condemned and was vacant.
Lewiston Fire Chief
Richard Mailhot said losses
would total "at least SI
million."
Three firefighters suffered
minor injuries when a ceiling
collapsed on them. Several
others who slipped on ice
that caked the area were
slightly injured;:. said
L.Laplantc. Temperatures
were in the mid-teens when
the fire broke out shortly
before 4 a.m.
Many of the residents
took shelter provided by the
American Red Cross and
Salsation Army. Some re-
mained on the scene, wat-
ching the blaze and hoping
to recover some of their_
belongings.
"I just want to crawl some
place and the," said Denise
Benoit, starting to sob. "I've
got nothing left. My money
was burned in the fire, and
my kid's clothes."
"Everything I've got is on
my back." said Gerald
Lamontangne, another
resident.
Leo Mathieu said he was
awakened by a "big bang"
and scrambled to gather his
clothing and Ilec his burning
apartment .
ooking out the window,
he saw flames shooting 25
feet in the air from a
building next door, be said.
Dan Doyon helped police
to warn people to get out of
the burning building after
looking outside and seeing
-"all kinds of . flames."
Doyon said he: saved his
stereo speakers and then
watched the fire burn from
across the street. •
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handling of Gavett case
by Joe Grant
Staff Writer
John Martin (D-Eagle Lake),
Speaker of the House, said the
Maine Legislature will soon be
looking into the situation in-
solving the University of Maine
and Peter Gavett to decide if
UMaine President Dale Lick
acted appropriately.
Lick has recently come under
fire with the- release of a Settle-
ment Agreement between the
university and Gavett which
was prompted by a student's
accusations of sexual harass-
ment against Gavett.
"We are going to re% iew the
decision (of Lick's course of ac-
tion) and the facts," Martin
said. "The board of trustees
and the president had a desire
to protect the university,"
Martin added. "My reaction is
that it didn't work."
Lick would not elaborate on
the case but defended the way
he handled the incident.
"I think my actions have
been appropriate and above
reproach," he said.
Kent Price, the assistant to
V Maine System Chancellor
_Bohai Woodbury, has been
".thig spokesman for the univer._
 sky lance the Maine Supreme
Court's decision was released
_ Friday making the document a
  public record.
I'Maine President Dale Lick's liandlisig of the resignation of
Peter Gavett will be the focus of a legislative ievestiption
He said the UMaine system
has approved of Lick's actions
and in fact, thinks he handled
things well.
It's a messy situation and
people look around for so-
meone to point a finger at,"
Price said.
"He (Lick) took action
where others may have been
reluctant. Many places would
have covered it up."
Price said "the basic impetus
Last summer was to have as lit
tie (known) as possible" to pro-
tect ionoceat parties involved.
"All kinds of rumor and
speculation would have occur-
IV, remaining silent, that
happened anyway.
"When you're under the
gun, you do things you think
are in the best interest (of the
university)," Price said.
"This one did not work ful-ly."
He added that when Lick was
advised of the alleged miscon-
duct, he could not just begin a
full-blown investigation.
"It had to be in a discreet
and informal manner," Price
said. "Whether or not they ere
true, those kiwi of charges will
damage a reputation."
Price said numerous inquiries
(see GAVETT poet IS)--
Tierney says politici s can't please everybody
basically every
set through the.. electoral
 public official today who
has to run for office," Tierney said.
"There is very little positive feedback
system."
"I think it's becoming more and more
apparent in the political system that
when you bring that kind of message to
people, -the only people that remember
are the ones who are mad," he said.
Tierney elaborated on two issues on
which he had an influence. One issue in-
volved a case where an II-year-old boy
killed a man by burning down his Bid-
deford home. The other involved land
speculation by the Patten Corporation.
In both of those situations, there were
no guidelines whether or not the at-
torney general could get involved.
"If I hadn't gotten involved, no one
would've been able to criticize me. I'm
-
•
5
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b.v Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
Attorney General Jim Tierney warm
to do the right thing, but finds he can't
please everybody.
in an open forum Monday at the
University of Maine, Tierney talked
about the difficulty of pointing out
unpleasant things to people without
"having to be the messenger who gets
shot."
"Often times it becomes necessary to
talk about depressing things," he
said.
Tierney said he finds that issues which
may be very popular with the general
population are remembered by a very
small group of people — the small group
of people who are injured.
"They (the injured people) have an in-
stitutional reason to make sure that l'ni not going to be attorney general and not
not attorney general or congressman:- - take some risks," he said.
senator or anything else," he said. "I did so, and I'd like to think in both.
"I think that this is a problem for --- situations wtortiabeiter state because
ir"
did so."
Tierney said he has a responsibility to
decide what is the right thing to do. The
decision. isnot always-easy-
"Two years from now, in a state of
over a million people probably 100 will
remember that Jim Tierney had
anything to do with the Patten Corpora-
tion. I can remind them by putting
television ads on but ill don't do that,
my guess is no one's going to remember.
One company that I guarantee will
remember every detail is the Patten Cor-
poration. They will not forget "
Tierney said democracy becomes
more democratic than people want when
politicians become hypersensitive to
polls.
"Politicians are becoming afraid to
take positions on certain controversial
issues." he said.
Tierney said a probable answer to the
situation of "killing the bearer of bad
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'Fundamentalists sas the book does
not recognize Islam as the one true
religion and ridicules the most
precious Moslem beliefs. Pakistan
and other Moslem nations banned
the book after its publication last
year.
Rushdie, 41, was born in India to
Moslem parents and educated in Bri-
tain, where he lives. His other books
include "Midnight's Children,"
which won Britain's prestigious
Booker prize, "Shame" and "The
Jaguar Smile."
•
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Tuesday Night Special
Pasta
Till
Bustal
Only $5.95
Spaghetti, fettucini, and zita,
sauced to your hearts content.
Served with dcrisp garden salad.
restaurant
28 Mill St. Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
r
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TOUR GVIDE ltst
.,Adh1,7
The Dingo Guides are a
student volunteers who conduct
thousands of visitors who come
Office each year.
------SP-44...
Ni*
`4
an enthusiasm for sharing their positive feelings
1about the University of Maine with prospective
students and their families 
staff of well-trained
campus tours for
through the Admissions
The applicant should possess:
- a good knowledge of the University and its
resources
excellent communications skills
advanced class standing (Sophomore - Senior) \
tio IV* Tear aria Pry,.
pro on flit *MS* lorpows exisseniestio
least* Mt at eel as ~tiny Mgt &west* mil
nfi MO. -Tour Guide Bill Lathrop
If you are interested pick up an application at the
admissions front desk in Chadbourne Hall. Applications
are due 1111BD. TRU. 12 AT 461001012 
,
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News Briefs
Defendants to sue alleged-victims
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) —
Boulder District Attorney Alex
Hunter says there has been 
no' 
lack
of volunteers since he asked attorneys
to donate their time to defend rape
yil,-,thus sued by the men who alleged-
ly attacked them.
"We have already had hi/0 MOS in.
the last several months in which the
suspects have instituted civil suits
against the victim." he said. "I
can't remember another situation like
this involving rape victims in the 16
years I have been district at-
torney."
Local rape crisis officials say the
lawsuits against victims will deter
even more women from reporting sex
crimes.
Such lawsuits, which also have
been filed ehewhe.re, usually step
from rape cases in which the people
ins olsed either were dating or were
2.,:quainied, officials say.
In one of. the two Boulder cases,
University of Colorado football
player Geoge Massucco filed a
slander suit against a CU student
after he was charged with first-degree
sexual assault.
Red Army bids farewell to Kabul
KABUL. Afghanistan (AP) — the
Red Anny said Tarewell to Kabul in
a ceganall at the frigid airport Mon
clay. Um paratroopers in fur hats
and padded uniforms decorated with
Afghan medals climbed into a Jet
transport and were flown away.
Some Soviet soldiers remained but
officials said they would be gone by
Wednesday, the deadline for the
Kremlin to have all its forces out of
- a civil war it entered more than nine
years ago.
A U.N, airhft has been suspended
because aNcargo plane loaded with
food and medicine left Islamabad in
neighboring Pakistan without
clearance and another airline pulled
out of the program. U.N. officials
said.
A Swedish airline said it was sen-
ding a plane to IsLunabad and would
carry the emergency cargo if there
was no risk to the aircraft or crew.
Sweden's national airline IT
reported.
In Islamabad. Afghan guerrillas
briefly resumed a Moslem council
Monday that was called originally to
choose an interim government, but
two important leaders did not attend
and spokespersons said factional
quarrels about power sharing
continued.
Balloonist readies for Pacific flight
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP)----# 
Fumio Niwa is not sure where the
winds will take him on his first solo
balloon flight across the Pacific
Ocean. but he'd rather alight in San
Diego than on a mountain peak in the
Alaskan wilderness.
"My biggest worry is what direc-
tion the wind will blow," Niwa
said as he prepared for todaes___
takeoff. "My second-biggest worry is
while I'm travelling alone in the-
dark , some strange creature from
outer space may appear at the win-
dow of the gondola.
"But I'm really not very worried
If there are any problems. al! I has,'
to do is come back down."
Niwa. 38, says he's making the
flight "for fun" and to test the
pressurized gondola and helium
balloon he designed himself:
An experienced balloonist, Niwa
quit his job at a computer firm in
November to prepare for the
.5,000-mik flight, expected to take
four days.
He Fiand to hitch a 90mph ride
with high-altitude easterly' winds
about 26,400 feet above Earth. about
7.000 feet below the level at which
airplanes fly.
Since the balloon's route depends
on the wind. Niwa said he worries he
will not make it to San Diego, the
sister city of his hometown of
Yokohama.
If Niwa succeeds, it would be the
first solo balloon flight across the
Pacific.
Novel condemned as blasphemy
. ISLAMABAD. Pakistan (AP) ---
Moslem fundamentalists around the
world demand that Salman Rushdie's
novel "The Satanic Verses" be bann-
ed as blasphemy against Islam, and
this weekend the campaign turned
violent.
At least five people were killed and
more than 80 injured Sunday when
police fired on a mob trying to storm
the U.S. Information Center in
Islamabad. The protesters demand-
ed the book be banned in the United
States.
I
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ADOPTION
ADC)PDON Ilnot ready for parenthood we
can give your by a loves =EC Manic
home. Call coiled: 1-789-5140:
Am, interstate adbytailliat--M
ournphanit with Maine laws. Teen.,
Pupal 1153
Liking eaupk wants to adopt a baby.11 41011
cn hi s, please can us rolled 8E:
(608)44-4329 '
An interstate adopbon must be done in com-
pliance with Maine laws Title 22, Chapter
1153
FOR SALE
1982 Honda Ova $13(X) or best oiler She's
a wicked good ar! Call 827 3867 ask kx
Daw
Pink Floyd CD's Good condibon. Cheap!!!
CAI 1 866-7497
HELP WANTED
20 ending V01015 needed fur pleasant
telephone work in Bangor office Must dress
neatly. speak dearly. and be enthusiastic
[berms are] wedi end %ening' avadable in
meciately $500 an hour phzs dady bonus
and incentive plan Apply m person ACADIA
VILIAGE Bang% Are 27 State St
CLASSIFIEDS
-
• • •
MAC PROGRAMMER needed for CD-ROM
game i tram ,Alan ST. 942-7374
Re:realign *tears. Town of %task seek-
ing director. WOO per hour) two =Want
diredurs, (51:10 per hour) PIT aat 8 edits
director (5.00 an hour). kit sunener program
Iidy 10 to AugiA 18 Apjilykk March
17. with resume to Veane loWn office 1084
Main St Ve.sne. Me 04401
LOST & FOUND
()IND: 1 par wire rimmed glasses. kist oul-
mde Iemes Hal parking k Vociory optimal.
Contact: Terry Strout 2308
LOST: Man's ring. gold. set with imitation
red Sone. REWARE). Please return d kmrid
Was my grandfather's nns RB 827-8663
LOST IMR)RT.ANT II anyone finds a set
Of keys with a red sneaker. and wcoderi narne
lennier key chain. please contact knruier at
866-3749
ROOMS FOR RENT
To giblet- 1 room efhency available 3-1-89
cal loamy at 866-4276. Leave a menage
SALES
$1 00 per bag at Orono limit Shop 'A price
boutique 114 Sale Dates 2-15, 2-22. 3-1
_
SPRING BREAK!
SPRING BREAK Nasau/Paradue Island kern
$29900: Package mdudes. Roundtrip au.
Transits's. 7 nights hotel. Beach parties, free
Lunch. Cruise. Free adnession to nightclubs,
Tax a and more!!! Cancun packages also
available!! Organize small group. earn free
tnp! 1-800-2310113 or (203) 967-3330
WAKL-N-BAM, in beautiful Negri'. larnaica
Unbelievable spnns break packages lanais
at $439 Call Sun Splash 'Tours at
1-800-426-7710
SUMMER JOBS
Resort hotels. inmeiness. arfines and amuse
rnent parks, now acrepting applications for
spnng and SUM11W7 lobs. intemslups. and
career posbons f or more information and
an applicatxxi. write National Collegiate
Recreation Service PO Box 8074; Hilton
Head, SC 29938
SUMMER EMPIIJYMThil, Munick's Fudge
Martha's Vineyard, M. Saks clerks
and asistant candy makers,
Write Murduks Fudge.
5377 Londonderry S.E
(;rand Rapids. MI. 49508
VALENTINE'S DAY
El ()WERS AGAIN? Are you tired ol paying
outrageous prices kw 'Bowers at Valentine's
Day? CAMPUS GREETERS CAN HELP!
special Vaientitw's Day balloons and cake
at reasonable prices. Call: 942-3814
Between 6pm-10prn weekly.
[X) YOU WANT TO SEND A BALLOON
TO YOUR SWEETIE? Gide K will be
dilivenng red bean balloons to any...diem on
( mums. Tuesday Feb 14th Send one to
tnebody that you care abrul this Valentirs's
Day 4-6 p m Thurs. & En in the York,
Hilltop, and Wells Commorm
 •
'C
• • • •
APPLICATIONS
Are Being Accepted for
Press Secretary
fl
-and-
iL e c .r. c •-• Ars Irt r‘f• ,v
(one semester of accounting required)
•
tit ni Pir 
•
These are paid positions.
Affniirc.....g....7...wir. ..17.. M, t..,7
Submit Applications to
N Student Government Office
3rd floor Memorial Union or call 581-1775
DEADLINE: FEB. 1
•••••••••1111.14111
•
You kNow Who you an—Q:1M-
cneat to have you back,
aloNc with all the laughs.'
You bnighteN eveny bay
with youn bonky ways.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day to
you!
Love. Bic Quy aNb tito
too.
'ORIS IN M WING like to bo
the WILD tHINQ' Happy
V-D Day
Love, Rap
LL
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0 Hey twiggy,
Love you toNs!
Meet you be/ONO the to the 12yn olb Beta  
0 collage! Happy V-Day
LAMONte Me
Mn. Peace Conps.
I value oun fnieNtiship
thaNks!
Spike, MeiN Schatz.
lehe FUR bid) uNO
beNkE NUR aN bid). FUR
biCh. bie welt. 10) babe bid)
je t'aime; I love you
DeiN Dict, Lieber.,
Davib
C My beanest Lisa.
FOREVER aNts always,
heant aNO soul. I give
myself to you. Happy
ValeNtiNe's Day my love.
Love. ERIC
Dave SIMMONS
You ane My etenNaJ bneam!
to my chanmiNg bevil Of a
husbaNto qumbo.
cosmically speakiNg, Of
0 COURSE. I feel I must eNuN-
ciate the cincumstaNccs
UNOER which OUR belove0
alliaNce exists. Simply
stateb, it exists fOR the
b uNivensal eNencies allow a
attuArtioN to
OCCUR betweeN a
0 pulchnitubiNous iNtnovent
aNO a pnotubenative EX-
tROVERt. KatheniNe aNb—
ViNceNt coulb Not have
saib it believe I am the eNvy
Of EVERY womaN I kNow
aNb some I boN't
I love you!
o Kisses, youn wife Yaya
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
PRobiN!
thene's NO yaleNtiNe
°MORE special thawyou.
0.1 crlab YOUR mime! 1 Lo' You.
tomi4.4y N.
Manshmallow.
,Fon all tqe ane
0 Ara) all we'll be
Happy ANNivensany. XO
QnaNbma. KIM, Valunia. Pete
aNO the giRIVVh0 was ONCE
the mouth,
May the flies Of a i000
caaviels iNfest youn anmpitli
. this ValeNtiNe's Day!!
Love. CiNby 4 Nikki
Wooby. NORMIE 4 Shenny,
thaNks fOR the fUN times!
Youn the bestest rnieNbs!
Luke 'Male:
I waNt youn bobyr.
FROM a veny shy but
lustful bloNbe
Dave MantonaNa;
My t7Ea.R1 Melts fOR YOU!
FROM a SUNNY Neichbon
APO aNb gamma
You bib a gneat iob at Fici
this past weekeNO. Love to
see_that_teamwonk.
CoNgnats
•
r--
DQ-
CoNgnatulatioNs ON a job -
fiNally boNe!
the maul bogs
g.)
-14
DaRliNQ. I Love You!
-S.
Hey! You ane too ii4uctg .
thaNk you fOR OUR 
fnieNbshiP
Emily, LORO ByRON hERE.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day. If
you waNt to tunN °Veit a
New leaf COME OVER to my
• time. OR at least give me a
bate
Deanest Bob,
FultuS
FOR all that is
1 woulb Not chaNce a thiNg!
Love ReaNie
ChkiNamoN Joe.
Zell youn fRIENO She's
r4.4abe SOMEONE you happy
IN the past yean!
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Patch
to: Uzzy. KnisteN.,Mangot,
Jetta, Nate. Lou. ShawN,
Sanah Chnissen D.. Chnissen
R. aNb the nest Of Donk-
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
Love, gweN 
Hey Say.
Let me see the 'Savage' IN
Your
LOVE-Fneb
Louche-
I'm sonny! A Duck!
Happy V-Day!
Love. Michelle
CINOT Lou Who-
0a0 it's Wien! WhERE bo
WE go Now?
Me
to PRINCESS:
Roses ane net)
Violets ane blue
1 mabe this valeNtiNe
especially FOR you!!
thaNks fOR always beiNQ
thene HON • You'ne the
gneatest!! You ane my best
fnieNb!! Have a way-cool
ValeNtiNe's Day!!
Love Key
(1-4-3)
to the loNg lost RhAbckior
the pab, you kNow who you
ane NeckiN ai•-40
Fillen-up. Whene ane you
bnuNkiN' peckens? I HALE
YOU QUYS! I was so —
facet, Dneam team? Caps?
We waNt mone!
Lustfully, B2. But less Bob.
lium-lium 4 Pelle
•LOOK At MY SOCKS!
Stubby-
You tnuly ane the VV110
thiNc. Have a gnat bay!
Love you, Michelle
laN-
thnow me bo amb talk
wonlb pnoblems to me!
Love. Michelle
Many Debbie-
ReMehl bEK_BObcaL__BoNo.-
Bnuce. aNb CaNaba!
Love. Michelle
-
•
_
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Hey NeT401,
You ane such a blast!
0 Lihttatty, hot choc., DysaRts.
psycbo-bRiveR, chestboilCh.
aN0 WiNks. thaNks co
gneat times, you'ne the best!
Love, quip.°
Davib.
VAIONItiNWS DayHappy
aNO thaNk you fOR the last
fIVE MONMS 1-4-3
Love always. AMY
Dean AN4E10
1994'S' lookiNq up.
0 I love you.
Hugs Co Kisses.
Poohbean
0 DubaG,
thaNks fOR all the cReat
times IN YOUR white BeRetta.
Especially Olb Onchan0
Beach. Ill always Rcmemben
skiiNq blips aNb
caNtlelicht DINNERS. I'D
follow POUR SHADOW
aNywhene.
Love always. rim
leckyl.
No matteR what, Mote will
always be a special boN0
betwceN us. Happy
ValeNtiNe's Day Rubtly!
I Love You, BcaNie
SNookie
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
LOVE YOU
tOOtie
to Deicwsby
Happy V. Day. I Love You
aND I Miss YOU.  
Love, Dekimst,
nave You luby
Happy ValextiNe's Day
Optb
HappiValeNtiNe's Day to
the Slut:writ WoRkerts IN
the Athletic ticket Office.
thaNk you fOR all youn
help!
Jim 4 PapA
Sweet Pea.
Just 2 weeks uNtil FUN IN
Me SUN. DON't WORRY be •
happy.- -
Jail'
Bec's,
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Love, Bob
to ANNa-
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!
Love, Walbo
Cutie,
I love you
'CH'S MUCH!!
Happy ValeNtiNe's aNb
FiRst ANNivensany!
Love, Cutie
Me,
I Love You:
it
Happy ValeNttNe's Day to
PROf. Segal •
FROM YOUR secnet
abmineR.
to a special PumpkiN-
Happy V•Day
Bucc,y
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day
Abam. You aRe my whole
woRlb, aND I will always
love you.
Lisa
tiNy.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day,
1437 SI)ORtstOp
HAPPY
VALENTINE'S
DAY
* 11.->•>„-
'Cobb D.!
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day to
FAVORME SWIMMER!
You ca N save me aNytime!
-A Victip.4
ValeNtiNe messages fOR my
Roommates-
Apt. S Paalt Place:
tile ?vat, buck tap ED
Qlove qUZZIER. BIG Rai)
BONER. Little QnossthiNG,
Ray Rakeb aN0 JR Reibo!
Meet me IN YoRk Hall's
boilen ROOM LI! HQ • Keep
that class to the wall! Mani<
- tuNa is ON sale at thRift•
way! qnec -NO MORE 3 A.M
wake up calls! Ar:ib Ham-
boNe - Get ;mime() fOR
qebby's. ImaGiNe that!
Love, Launie
P.S. Have a cReat bay.
DQ,
rfliNkING Of you
XX00
IR
TO the bRothens Of ZIKE
thaNks fOR the gReat
MEMORIES
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day!!
Love, Ute'a Itgathen
•N‘
N
to Dozzie, My noomie
thaNks con eveRythiNc! I
will miss you Next }Tan!
Happy VD!
Love, ClaiRaQe
H - WaNt to iosE YOUR toes?
_
SNagle RUNNY,
I get weak wheN 1 look at
you.. 1 love you MaRky!!
-SNOW BuNNy-
to ILD:
You ane the most iNcRebi-
ble. beautiful, hoNest, sexy,
sweetest, excitiNG CAI IN the
whole woRib.
All my love. SD
Roots MN Jail love
SQ
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day to
DR. Chick Rauch fROM YOUR
secnet abmiReR.
IC-
We all make mistakes.
FRIENDS fOREVER. Ricnt?
X0X0, 3
Heathen.
I appReciateb the lectuRe
last Nicht. - Let's Get
toGetheR actaiN sometime.
FROM aN abminen.
tO aN amiable fORM Of
aiGae-
I stumbleb upoN aNb alqal 0
bloom ONE bay whEN 1 was
IN 7OUR ROOM. It Gliabbeb
ME with ft's blue-GReeN eyes
IN a attempt to photosyN-
thesize. SINCE theN it seems
I've GROWN attaCneb to this
pnimitive plaNt aNb chon-
bate match. So ON this bay 0
I Guess it's tip.se you kNew,
that The Biqa! bloom I love
is you.
Happy ValeNtiNe's Day-
I hope this IS OUR finst Of
maNy...
5
(01
0
to El-Rail.
My psycho Roommate - see
YOU ON DONOUE!
I Love Ya! - Michelle
_
_
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Show that
you care
y alentine's Day is here once more, and in the latter halfof the decade of the 1980s, February 14 has becomeknown for more than just celebrations of love. -
With the spread of AIDS, V ale-" -se' s Daly has evolved into
an ellen to promote safe sex and get information out about
AIDS and other sexually-transmitted diseases.
But snickering and jokes about the local effort, which is a
pan of a nationwide effort called National Condom Week, are
anything but harmless.
Sponsored on campus by a number of groups and organiza-
tions, National Condom Week symbolizes both the attempt and
the problems concerning AIDS. .
The information necessiri to keep the spread Of AIDS in
check is a vital pan of toodern life.
Yet some of society continue to take chances, thinking that
something this drastic cannot happen to them.
Much like an ostrich, which sticks its head in the sand,
Americans choose to look the other way and ignore what can
be a grim reality.
But playing this dice game is much too risky, as the price
for losing is death.
If the University of Maine is.a "typical" college campus,
then 20 percent of the students are infected with one of the
major venereal diseases, according to clinical psychologist Ber-
nie Zilbergeld.
Many of these do not even realize they are possible
transmitters.
These are the people who-ire-In need of such programs as
National Condom Week in order to facilitate their understan-
ding and protect their partners, as well as themselves.
Sure, sex can be fun, but sex is not a game, and the more
seriously this subject is taken, the sooner civilization can ap-
proach a solution to the problem of AIDS.
Valentine's Day is a time when people show their loved ones
that they care. Why not try and give them a gift that can last
forever.
Show them that you care with safe sex. Do not take the risk.
tAr
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The ultimate V.D.
Since today is Feb. 14, it was
decided by "higher-ups" that
my column should have
something to do with Valen-
tine's Day.
For the purpose of simplici-
ty, Feb21`4,will he referred to
as V.D.-for the remainder of
this column.
V.D. is an interesting occa-
sion. It is the day we are all sup-
posed to express our feelings
for those we love. (Interesting
that we have had to set aside a
special day for this.)
Throughout the years people
„ have celebrated this dayby sen-
ding candy and flowers to those
they love or by taking them out
to dinner.
In the 1980's V.D. has gotten
more and more difficult to
celebrate. Candy is no good
because yOu don't want your
valentine to get fat or increase
his/her cholesterol level.
Flowers are still okay, pro-
vided you have no allergies, but
they get kind of redundant and
boring (unless of course you are
in a new relationship and have
never received flowers before).
Dinners are great, but they
have the same drawbacks as
candy. You can, of course, take
your sweetheart to a health
food restaurant and order
heart-shaped segetarian pita
sandwiches and tofu cupid
brownies topped with plain
frozen yogurt for dessert.
Cynthia Beckwith
• Sounds delicious, doesn't it?
V,D,used to be a sentimen-
tal day when people got all
mushy and corny. Today the
new wave of sentimental gifts
has turned to condoms. Now if
you send flowers or candy they
must be accompanied by con-
doms in order to prevent any
transmission of V.D. (the other
V.D., not the one that ends in
day) while sniffing the flowers
or eating the candy.
Seriously though, this is a
very interesting development.
I'm a strong supporter of con-
dom use (please do not twist
that sentence to mean
something it doesn't necessari-
ly mean), but isn't all the atten-
tion on love and stuff how we
got ourselves into this mess in
the first place (the necessity of
condom use, that is)?
This mint be why they nam-
ed veneriuddisfitses • something
gift
that conveniently abbresiatcd
to V.D. They (the official ab-
bresiators of America) didn't
want to get too confusing in
this day of acronym overload.
Getting back to V.D. (the
.1a)•). .401.7•I perfect
VI) gift for 1989?
How about a stuffed animal?
This has become another
favorite, probably because they
are, Co fate and innocent. How
can you go wrong? They are
soft and furry, they don't talk
back, and they don't cause any
health disorders. They also look
great-kit &xi -room. Rqd
special.
Of course, you always run
the risk of buying the wrong
animal for instance, your
saientine may have been attack-
ed by a flock or penguins in  
his her childhood and has
neser been able to look at Opus
sm‘e
lcv.elr is somewhat safer, as
long as you know the person
well enough. You don't want to
be buying a silver watch for 'so-
meone who wears only gold. .A
definite faux pas.
So what is the ultimate V .D.
gift? Shoelaces.
Cynthia Beckwith Is a senior
who asks for only one thing for
V.D. --a chance to be on Wheel
of Fortune.
c. •
-
14. 1989.
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offensive or that _
-on can be sub-
that it may be inter-
as such) even if not intended to
(words from 1986 policy on non-
sexist language, UM) by some an-
drogynous sourpuss."
Richard states that he does not wish
to offend women in an unwarranted
way, yet he implies that women who
perceive elements of the English
language as offensive are "abnor-
mal," and that a person who inter-
prets language as sexist is an
"adrogynous sourpuss." This single
sentence not only offends women and
men by labeling them gratuitously, but
more importantly it clearly exposes his
misunderstandings of the complex issues
involved in interpreting and attempting
to counter sexist language.
(we saxviT page 12)
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Animal rights?
It's more fun
to hunt them
To the editor
In response to the article con-
cerning  rights. I'd just
like to say that whenever I get
the chance to kill a deer, rab-
bit; squirrel or for that matter,
anything that moves, I DO IT!
You ought to see what hap-
pens to a rabbit when you catch
it across the back of the neck
with a 30-30 Winchester.
And with just the right angle,
a hollow point .22 will toss a
squirrel about thirty fee--
through the air. I haven't had
the chance to get my sights on
a deer yet, but I'll have this
year's license ready to go in the
coming fall.
Robb Fox
Oxford RIL
Candidates not
In it for money
^
To the editor:
It has just come to our atten-
tion that the positions of Presi-
dent and Vice President Of -
G.S.S. are paid positions. We
started this campaign out 'of
our sincere desire to improve
student government on this
campus; and to prove that our
reasons are of the most
honorable nature, we will
refuse our salaries fnr the rest
of the semester if we are
elected. Instead we will donate
the money to the United Way.
Again we repeat that we are
not doing this for the money!
We may appear naive to some,
but the money paid to the Presi-
dent and Vice President of the
G.S.S. can be put toward a bet-
ter use than rewarding involve-
rnent in campus government. If
elected, we will not "line our
pockets," but place our
salaries into a special account to
be given to the United Way at
the semester's end.
We hope that our opponents
and the R . 0 .0 . candidates
share our generosity and our
ideals and pledge to donate
their salaries should they be
elected.
Royce F. Albert
Clyde E. Armstrong
Let's cut the
bull and state
the facts
To the editor:
Lets cut All the bullshit and
state the facts.
—F.A.cT: Royce Alk•rt
Clyde Armstrong have given us
a lot of babble about making
changes, but no definite plans.
—FACT: These two
"gentlemen" have successfully
dodged any questions about
their ideas for policys.
—FACT: They have absolute-
ly no experience in student 
government. Being D.G.B. of-
ficers hardly qualifies them to
hold the highest elected office
of student government on
campus.
As a student senator with
two years- of experience, I feel
that these two have all the mak-
ings for becoming the next _
Chris (sell out to Dale Lick)
Boothby and Carl Robbins.
If ever there was a ticket that
had no business in student
A
Response
government, the Albert/Arm-
strong ticket woult be it.
Lets leave these "bad actors"
where they belong and vote for
John Gallant and T.J. Acker-
man this Tuesday. They know
what they're doing and they
care about this University. If
Mr. Albert and Mr. Armstrong
gave a shit about the office they
seek, then maybe they should
have bothered to go the Student
Senate meeting last Tuesday
night (like John and T.J. and
everyone else who cares did!)
Nice sailboats boys!
Gary Alan Fogg
Student Senator
Orrin,gton, ME
Escort service
needs volunteers
To the editor:
ROC (Residents on Campus)
is starting a campus-wide escort
service. Its primary focus is to
make this campus safer and the
people walking it feel safe. It is
a program by the students for
the students.
We would like more
volunteers. The escorts are in
pairs so there is also safety for
the escorts. The nights "on du-
ty," escorts have beepers, so
there is the flexibility of loca-
tion and you are able to go
about your own business when
not "escorting. "
In order to become escorts,
you must attend mandatory
training sessinns ThprP are go-
ing to be two offered-- Tuesday
-Feb 14, 6:00 in the North Lown
Boom and on Wednesday Feb
IS, 7:00 in Coe Lounge. You
can pick up applications at
these sessions (you only need to
attend one of these sessions).
This is a chance for normal,
everyday students to get involv-
ed with making a big difference
in the safety of this campus.
If  anyone-has-questions,-taft—
the ROC office (581-1760), Stu-
dent Government Office
(581-1775), Sheri Badger
(581-4649 rm 417) or Jessie
Feldman (581-4522 rm 209).
This service is starring on
February 19th and will be of-
fered Sunday-Thursday
8pm -lam .
Sheri Badger
ROC office
7
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Keep classes free of sexist language
Richard Blanke's guest column
"Should instructors be told what to
say?" (January 31, Daily Maine Cam-
pus) clearly reveals why the University
of Maine adoptefdii policy on non-sexist
language.
The policy, adopted in 1986, states
that "The University of Maine.. is com-
mitted to both academic freedom and
the fair treatment 11.11 individuals. It
therefore discourages the use of sexist
language_ Each member of the univer-
sity community is urged to be sensitive
to the impact of language and to make
a personal commitment to eliminate sex-
ist language. Supervisory personnel have
a particular responsibility to discuss this
policy with facility and staff and ILO
make available to them guidelines on
non-sexist language."
In response to John Hitt's request to
faculty that they adhere to this policy
and thereby keep their syllabi and classes
"free. of sexist language," Richard
Blanke wrote that many of his col-
leagues have suggested that "this is the
sort of thing one simply ignores.."
Although I would like to know the ex-
act number of faculty that Richard
believes ignore John Hitt's request, the
statement nevertheless indicates the
reluctance of some faculty (a very few,
I believe) to consider the existence of
sexist language in their teaching
materials, methods of presentation, and
manner in which they communicate in
the classroom.
Richard contends that the implemen-
tation of the policy on non-sexist
langUagejropardizes academic freedom,
since it threatens the authority that
faculty have over course content and.
"(since content can hardly be
distinguished from language)" the
Guest Column by
Vincent Marzilli
language used in teaching. I suggest that
the failure of faculty to recognized and
remedy sexist language deprives both-
male and female students of their
academic freedom, and that those in-
structors striving to create a sexist-free
learning environment have developed
the ability to consistently distinguish
language from content.
To explain the type of sensitivity I
refer to, I choose as an example, in
Richard's terms, one of those "arcane
items on the feminist agenda:" the
words "mankind" and "man", which
he suggests mean "everybody, as every
dictionary says they do. "
In the most general sense, mankind
and man historically do refer to all
members of the human race. This defini-
tion breaks down, h..ovireitct , when ap-
plied in reference to a sex-specific ac-
tion. The sentence--Mankind breast-feed
their young.--should be acceptable and
easily undersood if "mankind" was ac-
cepted as meaning "everybody."
Writing—Women breast-feed their
young.--facilitates a mom-accurate in-
terpretation because it is gender correct.
From birth, the development of our
attitudes and values has been influenc-
ed by parents, teachers, peers, and the
media. We learn what to like and
dislike, and to develop opinions.
Simultaneously, the integration of
stereotypes and biases with developing
attitudes and values occurs in many sub-
tle yet powerful ways, such that, as
adults, we seldom become aware of our
discriminating "habits" unless they are
communicated to us by others, or unless
we carefully analyze our own behavior,
and language, in an effort to com-
municate to all people.
One of the greatest difficulties en-
countered vrheri one be,comes  • ial 1 y
aware of personal discriminatory habits
is the innate resistance to change. The
felt need to change may be overwhelm-
nowhere in John Hitt's request to facul-
ty is there a reference to feminism.
Feminists may suggest a careful ex-
amination of our language is shared by
men and women who would like to see
all people treated fairly.
This goal is shared by many profes-
sional organizations as well. For exam-
ple, in 1982 the American Psychology
Association (whose guidelines are used.
by varied academic publications
adopted a policy which prohibits sexist
language in scholarly writings. stating
that it "may unintentionally introduce
bias into the research."
ed be feelings of intimidation and the An example of unintemional bias-,
fear of loss of power and control. although in a different form, is evident.
Perhaps the greatest degree of in Richard's article: "No one here I
resistance to sexist language is demands the right to discriminate
demonstrated by individuals who deny against female swdetsA or gratuitously.
its existence, or question its meaning, or to offend them; many us do deny that
who argue that sexism is merely the standard English usage constitutes such
ideology of unintelligent people. discrimination or that most normal
itWebster's 9th New Coleg,iate Dic- women perceive
tionary (principal copyright 1983, page----Our-fresdom
1079) defines "sexist" as the adjective ject to t•
form of "sexism," which is defined Pre
as: 1. prejudice or discrimination based
on sex; csp: discrimination agai
women 2. behavior, conditions..*- at-
titudes that foster stereotyixsof social
roles based on sex.
definition exists s
ilal that this
ests a closer look
in Webster's may be necessary. Further-
more, such a denial indicates a refusal
to recognize, or an unawareness of, an
entire field of study with accompanying
research, data, and conclusions that
repeatedly support the contention that
sexist language is prevalent in our
society.
Although Richard's statment that
"on language... feminists no more repre-
sent women in general than Marxists do
workers or Zionists Jews" may be
aagued as truth, it should be known that
A,-A4ris
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When Self ticts
Emerged Into Unite
I'
People --
Watchers
Two esrasnrini fininn skirt can WI% n kettso anon ra• PLUIMII /MI V11111011 ',Vile's'. vwsoli, INN& ir ma,
• lot of swingin and rowdiness over the past 20 years
while pirched at their nevisstand post.
by Dods Rygalski
ou se Nadeau and Jean Thibideau may not he recognizable by name. hut their jobs
at the Universily of Maine have probably given them the chance to meet practi:
call) every person on campus.
The ladies behind the I,- shaped.newsstand in the Memorial Union may not know their
customers by name either. but they often know before hand exactly what
the purchases are going to be:
"The regulars—we have a lot—they often come two, maybe throe. Wiwi a day."
Thibideau said 
"They come .so often we know *tat kind of cigarettes, candy, or newspaper -they're
,
going to buy.-
"Sometimes we have to say.* bye-bye. we're sick of wait in • on y a' and put out the out
to-lunch sign.- said Nadeau laughmg.
, Nadeau has been on the university pay roll for 28 years and 22 of those has e been spent
behind the newsstand.
"I lose it here.- she said, but admits she's ready to retire after 42 years of being in the
- wart force.
Just three years and three months left to go. Nadeau had no trouble planning her re
tirement agenda.
"What am I going to do?" she asked leaning for% ard "I plan to sit on my ass and do
nothing."
They both laughed
Thibideilu said she started in 1970 and plans to stay on indefinitely.
Because they 'se been at the nes. %stand so long, both say they've seen many changes
and have gotten to know many of the students.
"We're surprised at the number of old students w ho come. back to say hello....
Thihideau said. "They bring their children, saho are sometimes 10 to 12 years old, and it
...eons so sfrange.-
(see NEWSTAND page 9)
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•Newstand-4coutholed from page Si
The two say they've also received Christmas
card.s from all over the country from former students.
The UMaine staff is not excluded from their list
of acquired friendships. _ .7
"We laugh with the professors. too,"Thibideau
said. 77Orte. of .0tir favorites is.Ctuty.--thieuiutik.k -
name-sve•gave trim." ' • . • - •
. 
They also say that changes in student attitudes
have been dramatic.
Thibideau believes students are much more con -
.-
5CIA alive today.
"Back in the 60's and 70's, boy." Nadeau said
.haiong her heati.beck then, even ihe professors
, aloe to with the Candles aridCasket,,bumine flags and
raising havoc." /
There's" never been a dull Raiment. Thihideati
rtiorilded in agreement
, •
"Nothing surprises us anyinore." Nadeau said.
-•hut some of them Still get pretry wild...vie have to
turn our heads twice and ask cachOther; what boat did
,he L-onie oir•'•
laughter
Because of the time they ' s* been here. Thibideau
claims they &seise a diploma'. 
_.. I
Ni1 ith .ill the historical r -ollections Thibideaui
and Nadeau have ot t 
Mamejk 
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i
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-We couW.ss rite a hook filer 'rt.Pairort Pharr.-
I hthideau announced
She rex ailed a time inuI 19Rirsurtiet. the dorms
had set to turn ct.) ed.
"Student% used to stay on campus on their tiMe-
off bacii then and. We weir real busy: Nadeau said
glancing at Tbitvickau:7
When Nadeau mentioned the itoloribus stair-
well five." Thihideau rolled her eyes:That was the
plaxe for making w hoopy.- Nadeau explained
Louise Nadeau and Jean Thibideau,
"There's nes er been a dull moment," odd
Thihideau.
"Back in the 60's and 70'i,
boy," Nadeau said shaking her
heud, "buck then, evyn the
professors came in with the
candles and casket, burning
flags and raising havoc."
• - '
9
Students used to have a "swtngin' time down
at the Bear's Den, too," Nadeau recalled.
One particular evening in the 1970's stuck out
in her mind.
-"All of a sudden they started to break dishes.—
breaking anything they could get then' hands on."
Nadeau said. 
,
The crowd was so rowdy. she explained, that
the ellorl to stop them was futile.
So. Nadeau and the other workers decidedto
just hand them the dishes.
"There was also a girl doing a striptease act in
he corner." said Nadeau.
By the end of the evening, the whole den
floor was white with broken glasi. she said.
Nadeau, however, has pulled a few *pranks
herself. Thibideau said.
She cited a time When a student asked Nadeau
I to "break" a $20 bill for him.
"She took the hilt, tat it into four pieces, and
handed it back to him.''Thibideau said. "He couldn't
believed she'd done that."
Asked if the story were true, Nadeau smiled 4W
and told of another instance when a student asked
her to change a dollar bill for him.
She opened the register and exchanged his hill
for another dollar hilt.
At his exasperated look. Nadeau said she
simply replied...Well, you asked me to change
your dollar hill."
Both laughed again.
Actually, they laugh a lot.
And. after 20 years the fnendship has flour-
ished, said Thibideau.
They've gotten to know one another so well
that a mere look between the two and a message has
been passed frorri-one to the-other without a word
having been uttered.. .a very handy talent for two
self-proclaimed people watchers.
CycleMania
Jim Rose. Some people refer to him as Orono's finest bicycle repairman.
After normal wodcing hours
Jim Rose is often htiddled over
,
mountain ni KeSiar a -100M crammed with tires,
t. sits and other hikes.
IIc's the Mai who keep, many University
it Maine student's bicycles greased up and ready to
r:np the-road .
Rome is a 1983 UMa Int' graduate and ow ncr
the Pierce Si. equipment and repair shop
But running his hike shop is only a part-
time job._ The majority ot his day is spent working at
Oiono's ?arks and Recreation Department.
His wife Laurie, son Angus and dog
Winnie, are use to seeing college students walk
through their doors, 
hsning-a shop can he difficult at
Rose said. "It interfers with the time I spend with
my family due to the constant flow of customers
xonung into my home.-
The Rose's house is both their home and
their business. A separate room attached to the
kitchen provides a storage room tor the , many
varieties of top-quality of bikes, including the
popular G.T. Timberline mountain bike.
••
Centerpiece photo/Rich
In the beginning. Rose started off with only one supplier, a minimum amount
01 parts and he'sOld only used hikes. Since then, his business has grown substantially.
'"Oss•ning- a shop has been like a childhood dream come true." he said.
Rose's love for biking stems hack to his days as a kid. •Like many children.
his first introduction to biking was on a one-speed coaster bike.
by Kim
,
McNeary
In high school he used his bike to ride
three an a half miles to school. Rose's family en-
couraged his love for bicycling by taking him on
bike ups.
However, it wasn't until his sophomute-
year in high school that he got his firkt "new-
10-speed bike.
Since that day. Rose's love for
coasting through the wind on wheels had never
faded.
As he got a little older. Rogebikiime -
interested in bicycle touring and eventually solo
touring.
He said he enjoys travelling long dis-
tances b • bike with is
set up a small camp along the way.
Though Rose has never raced, he does
train so that he can be in the best physical shape
possible.
Basically hri\man who loves the
outdoors. His other hobbies include camping.
sailing, boating and cross-country skiing, but his
real love-isbikiiag.
Rose one day hopes to branch out and
make running his bicycle shop a full-time job.
By late March he plans to move his store to Main St. in Orono. The new equip-
ment and repair shop will feature a larger inventory, including the latest hoe in biking
shorts and accessories. • - - -
Magnuson
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"Senior" Depression
fin estimated one out of every six Americans is
likely to be depressed at some point in life, with most
cases occurring in women and the elderly, according
to the American Psychiatric Association.-
Why do people become depressern7Peprealsos •
may follow the loss of a close friend or relative. k .
may be a physical loss, such as the death of a
sibling: or a percieved loss, such as the break up of
The Daily Maine Campus Feature Section. Tuesday, February 14, •1989.
Health Watch by Mary Meehan
Too often the elderly fall into the
clutches of loneliness and they need
the help of a younger generation.
a coupie
During a depressed 'state„ it is normal for a people
to has e•mn alteration in mood providing they eventually
surpass the grieving stage.
There are other events which may trigger depression:
the impairment of biological processes in the human body
and the loss of self-esteem.
The elderly are often victims of depression. .Many
senior citizens are plagued by impairment of biological
processes which include the loss of hair, inability to
Control bowel and bladder movements. painful and stiff
joints, loss of vision, impairment of coordination and
memory lapses.
Why an article about depression in the elderly w hen
the majority of readers are college-aged.' Because, at
our age most of us know someone who is a senior
citizen, and hopefully by reading this article some
people will walk a mile in someone else.. shoes and
realize why elderly people may become depressed
Also, it's winter and many of the elderly arc house
hound and away from community life. Sim.ply walking
down the dnveway to get the mail can he treacherous to
, wirneone with an unsteady gait. So now is a good tin*
to think of .an older person who could benefit from your
services.
of self-esteem in the elderly often arises from
6e feeling of worthlessness since many have Worked at
-jebr all their lives andiuddenly become-house bound.
Furthermore. senior cilliens could experience a less-
ening in self-esteem when suddenly the) realize it takes
great effort to climb a stairway, when once they could
walk a brisk mile.
Some of the symptoms and hchay tors to look for in
depressed people include a decrease in energy. motiva- •
lion, and interest in life. j reduced appetite and ignoring'
_appearances such as failing, to brush hair. zcconfing to a
diagnostic and statistntal mental disorders manual_ -
Other symionis of depression include personal pessi
mistic statements, insomnia or h)perSoninta ',too much
sleep); reacurring thoughts of death and the inahilit) to
concentrate
What can J permit] do to help J depressed eliierl
Irtend.' A card, letter, or phone call to acknowledge the
fact that soy care about them i iumin L ont act is alsoihelp
NI. because older people like to he hugged or ha)c their
hands held Just like .11101147 else.
If a appears as If J person is chronicall) depressed.
proiessionai help ma) he needed
Howescr. tor less scsere depression positise rein-
lorettnent is good for raising self esteem
Tr) to nonce the hobbies and goals a person may,
have. Some people. perhaps, might need introduction to
 
Tcixnmunity_activatir.... new hobbies or ws rat grnups, - 7
Lending a hand
Often times the most important thing J person can do is
to •impl) listen
Wan Werhan I, a %rpm., nal %Inv map),
550%,
ivpscAo Fuzz.
se•••••••••••••••••••••
LE.
CORNER
Three persons of high intelligence and =specified gender enter a dark closet 
containing five hats. Three blue and two maize. Each person places a hat on
their head, not knowing wharcolor it is.' The three peopk then leave the closet in
single file,-aciiiirandsht ahead. so each
 can  see only the_hats on the heads of the
_ .
people in front of them, and not the one on their own head. The last person. who
can see both-of-the other person's hats says. "I don't know what color I'm wear-
ing." The second person says,"1_don't know what color I'm wearing."_ The first
person, who can see none of the hats says, "I know what color I'm wearing."
Answer in tomorrow's Daily*aine Campus.
CREATED BY ThE MAINE ALPHA Cimpreit.
of Pt ItluE.Psnow Fa.arscwirv
c
• Y X
Note: If anyone would like to submit a.problem to puzzle corner, please contact
Rhonda at the Daily Maine Campus.
• • • • • • • • • •
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Rhorpla Mork: 4/di-or
Lisa Harper assist editor
Rkhmisisoiv PisseriPhIr
'When self has emerged into unity
from Bruce Mann's Geological
Union.
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The Chills
The Ifni! F.P.
Music
Reviews
• • • • • • • •
A
by Troy Moon
When most people think about New Zealand they imagine rolling hills. snow •
capped mountains, and sheep—lots of sheep. They don't realiie that this nation of
three million people and nearly sixty million sheep is also the home of The Chills.
whose music. thanks to Homestead Records. is now available domestically.
The Loss E P.. the second Chills release licensed by Honwslead from Hying
Nun, came out an New Zealand in.J98.5 and features a different version of the hand
than LW year'. Brave Wont. The similarities between the two records outweigh
the differences as both feature the strikingly original talent of songwriter Martin
Phillipc songs are highly personal records of his thoughts and feelings. (NO
inane cliches here.) This allows him to create a sense a sincere intensity in hi-S'
singing. which makes The (Ail% one of the most powerful pop groups anywhere.
The ,Loss E.P21 song "This is the Way-. for exaMple. clearly -documents a
sense 011:frustration; "Fill your head with alcohol, comic books and drugs. This is
the way....' Or. "Bee Bah Bee Blit Floe", which documents a bout of self- exami-
nation. "Y 'd think that self discovery was really rather easy....but the real me
was neser se clear". Top few songwriters put
 as much emphasis in writing good
lyrics as Martin illips does. 
The Chills. wever, are as creative musically as they are lyrically. The Lint
E.P. contains a fiv minute. four- part odyssey called "Dream by Dream" that
features delicate poneksdies. huzt-saw guitar. -A-anting. and a cameo by the
planet Earth who bids\the hand "good night- at the end of the song With friends
like that. how could th go wrong''
Centerpiece photos/Rich McNeary
Sonic Youth
Daydream Motion
A few records ago. Sonic Youth discovered that songs generally bene-
fit from some kind of melody. This device remains a fixture on their new record as
well.
This is not to say that the band has abandoned the use of noise. On the
contrary. noise remains the primary means that the hand uses to communicate its
message— however empty that message may be.
It is not the noise itself that I am opposed to. Many bands use it a.s an effec-
tive pan of their musk . Big Black. Dinosaur, and even Seek Youth themselves, on
occasion.
- However. Sonic Youth usually allows noise to become the whole point of
their music rather than using it as a vehicle lo coriggew kind of Meaning. .Ulti- _ 
ritir,--itis-this 'kind of excess that destroys this record, reducing it to a sub-
stanceless spectacle.
Predictably, the only high points on this double LP occur when the band
curbs their excessive tendencies. Unfortunately, there are only three such high
points: -Teenage Riot". "Hey Joni", and -Kissability". The rest of the songs leave
me with little more than a headache.
14.1989 -
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The Perfect Salad
Corner
by Chef Larry Adams
Wells Commons
I \n today's fast moving and mobile socity when fast
food is the name of the game. salads are becoming
increasingly popular. This popularity shows up in all
kinds of places. including the local grocery store.
-With•annaiSanid
By salads, we are not talking about just some
iceburg lettuce with tomato, cucumber and your
favorite dressing, but rather about the salads that alone
make a meal.
Making a salad
For starters, take any combination ot cnsp salad
a variety of vegetables, add some
sroced Chicken, sliced ham. sliced cheese and a hard
boiled egg and you have a Chef Salad. Top this with
your favorite dressing and you have a salad that is not
only better tasting, hut also more filling and therefore
-makes a nice light lunch. ft can-also be made 'ahead
time and eaten at work or on the run.
„ Next, there is the Greek Salad. This can be made
"With Romaine lettuce, greek olives. pepperoccnii,
salami. anchovies, topped with feta cheese and a zesty
greek dressing: add a hard boiled egg and it becomes
another good light lunch entree. Caeser salads are
popping up on menus all over and everyone seems to
have their own special way of preparing them: here's
IllIne:
One head of romaine lettuce washed and dried
store has felt the efffects of lost revenue-due to competi-
tion with prepared foods. One svay of combatting this i
With in-store salad bars..
With McDOnalds now in the salad business, one can
we that America is becoming more conscious of what it
eats. So with fewer people eating at home, in fact half o
Americans skipping breakfast and eating lunch on the
run, it makes good sense to look towards salads as a
healthy alternative to the fast food burger and fries.
- • •
One cup of ofive-alt
I teaspoon of worcestershire sauce -
1 teaspoon of dijon mustard (Grey Poupon)
One half teaspoon of chopped garlic
2 anchovy fillets chopped fine
nablespootts of lemon juice
fresh ground black pepper
One egg yolk
2 or. Parmesan cheese
3 oz. croutons
mm the romaine lettuce and remove any outside
leaves: Tear the lettuce into bite size pieces. Mix the
dressing and add it to the lettuce tossing it along with
the Parmesan cheese and croutons.
Remernher to toss the salad with the dressing just
before serving because this salad wilts very fast.
There are a numbçr of salads that are made combining
meat, fish, or poultry with mayonnaise, but don't stop t
here. You can also add pieces of cooked roast beef for
for a delicious beef salad.
Dressing hints
I like to mix a combination a mayonnaise,
woccestershire sauce, dijon mustard. horseradish. A-I
same Ind a toiich oir garlic. This makes a zeta, '
dressing that really adds to the meat in the salad. for---
a change of pace. when it comes to chicken, try
adding a little curry powder to the mayonnaise or try
any one of the spices that go with chicken. like
tarragon, thyme. or garlic (only add a small amount of
spice to the mayonnaise: the flavor will become more
pronounced as it sits).
A creative tip for seafood such as crabmeat.
shrimp or lobster is to add a small amount of pre-
med coc,ktail sauce to the Mayonnaise.
_ Take ideas from One salad and try them with dif-
ferent freens or with different combinations of vege-
tables. Experiment trying flavors you like. Also
remember that many salad dressings make very good
marinates-1*—meat oirWc you can had your guests'
taste perception by using the same flavor in the
dressing as in the entree.
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•Tierney
--icootiousd hos pose 1)
\s, 
vis" is for advocacy groups to can
miaow issues into focus.
"I think there's a soft underbelly of -
the political system," he said. "If the
press is open and aggressive, our politi-
cians will be hypersensitive to publici-
ty."
He said power tends to flow intoad-
voeseriproups sidso_are successful in •  
organizing themselves and are ,apable
of getting newspaper and telesision
coverage.
Tierney thinks most people in Maine
Like the approach he has taken with con-
troversial issues and offered the au-
dience some political advice.
"Be nice to people along the way it.
)ou want to by a politician," he said.
*Sexist
continued from page 7)
Although the content of the two
• sentences, by dictionary definition of
the two words m question, is iden-
tical._ a deliberate choice of words
demostrates an increased sensitivity
to the gender capable of breast-
feeding young.
-4— Although "mankind" is usually
•defined 'as "everybcidy," or as "all
members of the human rare"in mast
dictionaries, we find that this defini-
tion is usually qualified with the
phrase "especially adult male
hismans.•' Additional definitions
refer specifically to the male gender.
Thus, when we refer to all people as
"mankind," we effectively exclude
females, or at best place them secon-
dary in significance.
Exclusion results in any classroom
where language (or behavior) exists
that affects students in a similar man-
ner. Examples include the use of male
pronouns when the gender is undeter-
mined, calling on members of one sex
an improportionatels greater/lesser
number of times than the opposite
sex, 'praise for classwork .dependent  
upon the sek_of the student, engag-
ingin flirtatious behavior, referring
to women as girls and men as boys,
and tolerating inappropriate
behaviors from one sex more than  
another.
 Teachers are-Tole modeh--for
students, who in turn participate
dependent upon the manner in which
teachers respond to their participa-
tion. The w a., that faculty express at-
titudes toward all female and male . 
.students can impact student _
responses.. and the deselopment of
their own attitudes and values. Facul-
ty members who truly respect
academic freedom strive to create a
classroom atmosphere that Otovides. --
equal educational
-opportunities for
all students. Suchooatmosphere et*,\ •
courages participation and enhances
the potential for academic freedom
and freedom of. smelt -for ali.facul-
ty and students., .
mu_ THAT, OF
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Joe Grant-
More
Questions
On Jan. 20 1 wrote a column with
•- the headline "What questions will be
asked?"
• It was a culmination of the impres-
sions I got from the Maine Supreme
Court hearing between the Universi-
ty of Maine and Guy Gannett
Publishing Co.
There were many questions that I
raised and we now have some of the
answers.
Will tie document be rekased?
Yes, by a 5-0 Maine Supreme Court
On 101111.1bnitien MIAs linse
be reeled spud
Well it seems that UMaine Presi-
dent Dale Lick is in the driver's seat
for that prize but there was no state-
ment from his office. It came from
the Chancellor's Office. Draw your
own conclusions.
Did the naiversity's lawyers presem
—*dr case in dear, inielligem sod cos-'
_else fasibion?
I'm not sure but Joy C. Cantrell,
Gannett's attorney, was a v y con-
vincing figure in the court room.
_ Without being able to view the
- document for the duration of the
proceedings, she still presented Gan-
nett's case flawlessly and convinced
the court the agreement should be
public.
- WE this pot to nest aii the rumors
 SW Iwo floated around?
- ----indication whether Barry would beI guess that's up to all of you pet'- 
ailed into the league. They wanted to
-.plc who are curious or nosey enough
'.raise the possibility that Barry may notto read this column along with he
numerous other articles which w:re ill'
NFL spokesman Joe Bross ne con -in the newspapers over the weeke•id..4_,• 
rmed that William Sanders met lastThe truth about Peter Gavett is "
- - 
----.-Wednesday with Jay Moyer, theDow out for everyone to see. You ,:an
_ decide what to believe and what to
dismiss as lies, cover-ups and
half-truths.
How will the university avail_
negative rest-floes and convince'
evervose they never intruded to COM
amythiag up, jump. Sanders has until April 10 to app-It's obvious that then univer ity
Iv in writing for eligibility for the draft
couldn't escape adversity here, aot later that month.
with eve' y media member in the side-
 • Although several-players with remain-
%ailing for the decill°11' li turned " ing college eligibility have apptied and
Brancely, Sheehan lead UMaine
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Quality, not quantity.
That's how the University of Maine
women's track team won the Maine
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women meet Friday at Elowdoin
College.
Led by Melissa Brancely's four first
. place finishes and three by Brenda
Sheehan, the Black Bears easily won the
women's state meet with 107 points.
Bates was second with 60 points, with
Colby third with 52, Bowdoin fourth
with 36 and St. Joseph's fifth with 12.
Even though several UMaine athletes
excelled, Head Coach Jim Ballinger said
that the competition was not the
strongest he has seen in recent years.
"The other schools were not as strong
as usual," Ballinger said. "The team
did come together in this meet and per-
:orm better than they have so far this
IieUsmanArinner
weighs options
Mem?
ripe?
[ter to
npus,
'A
all.
to a sideshow with UMaine well pap
the point of no return.
UMaine now has a severe blemish
that won't go away after a few dabs
of Oxy -10. The old and overused
adage 'time heals all wounds' seems
to apply
Should the university simply have
given Gannett the document without
seine to court?
(see QUESTIONS page 14)
OKLAHOMA CRY (AP) - The
father of Heisman Trophy winner Barry
Sanders said Monday he has met with
NFL officials to discuss the player's
rights if he skips his final season at
Oklahoma State to turn professional.
William Sanders of Wichita. Kan.,
told the Associated Press in a telephone
interview that he believed his son knew
he made the trip, but "we haven't talk-
ed about it."
Sanders said he planned to go to
Stillwater, Okla., either Monday nista
or Tuesday to talk to his son and tell him
what he learned from the visit with NFl_
officials.
"They siad they've never had a case
like Barry's before, and that they would
like him to submit a letter explaining his
circumstances," Sanders told the
Atlanta Constitution.
"The NFL people didn't give me ans
league's executive vice-president.
"It was strictly an informational
meeting about our eligibihttrules,"
Browne said.
Should Sanders, a running back, go
to the NFL next fall he would be the first
routine college junior to make such a
been selected in the NFL"s drafts, most
• 
_had graduated early, reached their fifth
year of college or somehow had their
college eligibilty stripped.
Sanders initially announced he would
return to Oklahoma State for his senior
year, but he has left open the possibili-
ty he would change his mind.
"He's definitely made up his mind
about what he's going to do," the
elder Sanders said Monday.
season. "
Brancely won the 400 meters and the
high jump and ran as part of the winn-
ing 4X200 and 4X400 meter relays.
Sheehan won the long jump and the
triple jump as well as being a member
of the winning relay teams.
UMaine placed in every event, in-
cluding first places from Tracey Smith
in the 600 meters and Carol Beale in the
55-meter hurdles.
Edette Williams finished mcnnd to
Bates' Anne Millham in both the
55-meter dash and the 200 meters.
Debbie Cox finished second in the
20-1b. weight throw and qualified for the
New England Indoor Track Champion-
ships in two weeks with a throw of 38'
6 1/4".
Beale also added two second-place
finishes in the high jump and the long
jump as UMaine used 10 people to score
its 107 points.
Tina Meserve, recovering from bron-
chitis, was able to finish second in the
3000-meter run behind St. Joseph's
Wendy Delan, whose 10:11.87 was a
meet and track record,
Deism also set meet and track records
in the 1500 meters with a time of
4:39.62.
Brancely's 59.94-second 400 meters
was a new track record, as was
Milltuun's time of 26.54 seconds in the
200 meters.
The 4X200 meter relay team set a
track record (1:49.34), as did the Bates'
4X800 meter relay team (9:59.8)
WMEB-CHSB
Hockey Poll
TEAM
I. Mieldon State (9 first-place votes)
2. Minatansta (1)
3. Hievard (1)
4. Boom Caw
S. Maisie
6. SL Lawrence
7. *Almon Micidipm
8. Luke Superior State
9.
10,
11. Michigan
12. North Dakota
13. Colgate
14. Bowling Green
15. Cornell
Also receiving votes: Northeastern
(11), Clarkson (3), Deaver (2),
Boston University (2), Alaska-
Anchorage (2), Si. Clow! (2).
RECORD POINTS
23-5-1 163
264-3 152
19-2 150
174-4 127
25-9 113
12-4 101
19-13-2 91
2044 84
20-9-5 78
19-10-4 70
19-11-4 61
20-15-1 49
164-1 34
20-13-3 16
134 12
TiVrn ri ack
1V11.1.411/%.• ProA aces fourth -
in East Championships
b!. Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
Although the University of Maine
men's track team finished fourth in the
Easterns Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionships Sunday, Head Coach Jim
Ballinger was very pleased with his
team's effort.
Hoping for a placement in the top two
or three, UMaine was edged out of third
by University of Massachusetts while
Southern Connecticut State University
and the University of New Hampshire
claimed the top two spots.
"Things evened out for us," Ball-
inger said. "Carl Smith slipped out of
the blocks in the 55 meters and John
Kachmar pared a hamstring-ilk -the
hurdles.
"But everyone who qualified placed.
Thayer Redman was fifth in the hurdles
and Ken LeVasseur also got us a place
in the 35-1b. weight throw."
Ballinger felt that UNH had a chance
early in the meet to challenge Southern
Connecticut, but the host school came
through.
"Southern did the job in the high
jump and the pole vault, which enabled
them to run away from New Hamp-
shire," Ballinger said.
Southern Connecticut scored 116
points with UNH second with 80.5,
UMass third with 56, UMaine fourth
with 54.5 and Springfield College fifth
with 48.
Dave Johnson performed very well,
qualifying for the IC4A Championships
in the triple jump with a first-place leap
of 46' 8 1/2". Johnson also placed third
in the long jump.
Smith finished third in the 55-meter
dash despite slipping early while Mike
Norman, who was boxed inside in the
400 meters, finished fourth.
Eleven Black Bears placed, with the
shot put _being_ the. highlight.
"Jim at-Pierre) mad Joe (Tafel hen)
did throw very well," Ballinger said.
St. Pierre finished second with a toss
of 48-6 I 2 while Trefethen was third at
48-1.
Tom Green placed fifth in the pole
vault (13') as did Andy Favreau in the
800 meter run (2:00.3).
Pat O'Malley's time of 9:18.1 in the
two-mile run was good for fifth place,
while the one-mile relay team finished
third with a time of 3:29.44.
••••••
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*Questions
_
Definitely Wt. The university rsitY
not have been able to protect tbe-'
• document but they did get me
sentence deleted.
Gavett deservell every oppurteni-
ty to be defended, like any other
United States citizen, and everything ,
which should have been public infor-
mation was released.
Gannett may have won the suit tut
the university established a precedent
for future cases involving documents
containing 'medical information of
kind.' -
And of course, there is one quls-
tion Pm sure the university ai
ministrators are asking themselves:
N °Wel goats public with all of this
information hack in June have bees
the best way to handle the situation?
That could easily be answered ye.
without looking at the whole
scenario.
But you also have to consider the
perspective of the student with whom
Gavett had "physical contact of a
personal nature."
Whoever this person is. she has the
right to her privacy Ana matter that
coatihesdiea• ply 13)
-
was assumingly unpleasant. Her life.
as far as UMaine and the Orono-
Bangor area are concerned, would
become a soap opera without concern
for what really happened. The public
would just hase another name to
bash around and serve as the base for
the newest wase of jocularity.
But on the other hand, the univer-
sity has managed to keep her name
concealed throughout the entire suit
with Gannett. If they were able to
keep the student's confidentiality
situ:Mime when Gablat resigned, why
couldn't they have done the same
thing if they went public initially?
Did they keep it private because of
a strong allestiance to Gavett?
I don't know but I'm not going to
get off on another question
It's over (for now) and Gavot is gone
from the university. Now things can
return to *normal' .. whatever that
is.
Joe Grant is a junior journalism
major and he thinks if LIMaine ad-
ministrators want to be have a Big 10
school in Orono. they better star!
handling their problem like one.
MANG CiNT
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General Stu s ent Senate
announces:
Remember to vote to 111 tit amply slots.
Off-campus senators
T.J. Ackerman
John Dearden
Melissa Johnson
Harold Kamanyi
Bill Kennedy
-UNFILLED
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
David McGowan
UNFILLED
Ronald Meldrum
Chad Crabtree
Stavros Mendros
Jessica Loos
Mike Scott
Scott Thomas
Eric Ewing
--Curtis Stone
On-campus senators
Androscoggin Hall
Aroostook Hall
Balentkie,Chadbourne,  CoNin; IstabroOke
CoOrk Harto Hannibal Hamlin-4A-
Cumberland Hall
Dunn Hall
Gannett Hall
Hancock Hall
UNFILLED
Dawn Bon vie
Gary  Atwood
UNFILLED
Dwight Dorsey
Maureen Rosen berg
UNFILLED
Robert Bailov.'
Thomas Palmer
Jim Moorhead 
Casae how to oak a alums for you:
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Ridley replaces Elliott
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —
Jody Ridley wasn't planning to drive in
Sunday's Daytona 500. Now, he will not
only be racing., he will be driving a car
capable of winning the $1.7 million
event.
Ridley, 46, has not driven in a
NASCAR Winston Cup event since the
Firecracker 400 here in july of 1986.
Now. the 1980 RooFie of the Year
finds himself squarely in the spotlight as
the relief driver for injured defending
Winston Cup champion Bill Elliott,
"This is the last place 1 thought I'd
be two weeks ago," a smiling Ridley
said Monday after practicing in Elliott's
Ford Thunderbird.
In fact. Ridley wasn't even going to
came to Daytona Beach from his
Chatsworth. Ga. home until Ernie
Elliott, Bill's brother and crew chief,
telephoned him Friday night.
Earlier that day, Elliott, a two-time
Daytona 500 winner, hit the fourth-turn
wall after one of his tires exploded. He
broke both bones in his left wrist.
Monday, while Ridley was getting the
feel of the Coors-Melling Team's
Thunderbird, Elliott, 33, was having a
cast put on the broken wrist in In-
dianapolis after being examined by an.
orthepedic specialist there.
"I really don't know what my role's
going to be yet," Ridley said. "I may
run the 125-miler (on Thursday) and
that could be all Or I may run
(in the 500)."
A Luncheon Discussion Series
Peace and the Gospel:
The Challenge to
Christian Conscience
No. Bangor Lounge
-
tviemorial Union-
were made, but the university refused to
reveal the identities of those persons
ho were questioned. Just being
associated with such a touchy topic
could have repercussions he said.
"We wanted to protect students,
others on the coaching staff and others
not involved," Pike said.
Lick took action in June when he was
made aware of rumors pertaining to
Gavett's personal conduct.
Gawett decided to resign his position
before any official accusation could be
filed.
According to Price, "there were
Wednesday Feb. 15, 12:20pin
This noonbrne senes is being sponsored by
the Maine Peace Action COrnrnittitie MPAC
The union Board :TUflt. and The Moine Chrrstien
ASSooation
MEAT ML Al
(But, he wants them there!)
Professor Frank Dnimmond
Entomology-
UniverSity of Maine
'What I like about the Macintish sits graphs
interface %Suckling and data analysts.shoukt
be pjaphic in order to get the real feel for the
dynamic mterxtons.'
tqh7triere-atiFtifiea1ly insects ciiiivritig- t sties abo—u-1 in-
sects You see Frank Diu:reflood is doing research on insect populations and how they
interact lie wants to examine the data rather than learn a new computer language Siniph
he wants to get down to work And that's why he uses an Apple. Macint.ishr" personal
computer Simphoty with'no sacrifice in power If your work i rch andior per-
formance - come La Frank at the MacFest about how he u sods.
ComputorLand Maine
-.Wane
MacFest
town Room
Memorial Union
February,14,15(19-
(continued from page 1)
things that could havelseen constrised
as a complaint, but nettles formal was
issued."
Price stressed that he could not
discuss the specifics of individuals. The
statement released Friday had
"everything we thought we could and
should have." "
The university's staterneW came from
Harrison Richardson, chair of the BOT,
which is connected to the chancellor's
and UMaine president's offices.
"The system as a whole is a corporate
entity. Legal counsel operates as a
branch of the chancellor's office. "
National Condorn 'Week
February 13-18
Today is
Love Carefully Day
IF IP IF t-IPIVIIP-11-1P- -
Come to the Union for:
Info about Loving Carefully
Condoms
Condom Keychains
Free Condom Sense Buttons
11 11 IP IP 1P IP IP
This message brought to You by:
National Condom Week Committee Residential Life
Cutler Health Center School of Human Development
Clip this ad and take to Cutler Health Center
for a free Safer Sex Kit
Summer Study in Cuernavaca
Mexico
Two programs that emphasize experiential learning
re Social science Field Study
-July 1 July 30
_investigate political and IC0f10111-1C development issues in their
social context Earn up to fifteen credits Note Participants in
-this program must also enroll in courses at UMass Boston's
Harbor Campus from May 30 through June 29 krit-rewledge
of Spanish is not required
IntersiOve Spanish
-June 10-,Iuty 8
Learn Spanish at the intermediate ievei from native speakers in
a totally Spanish speaking en Earn It)  tip to six credits
Both programs provide room and board for students
in Cuernavaca
The application deadline is April 14.
For details, *de or call
—Division of Continuing Education
• University of Massachusetts at Boston
,_13oston. MA 02125 3393
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O'Sullivan final
NEW YORK (AP)—Marcus
O'Sullivan will get credit for a world
record even though it is not the best per-
formance in the event 1,500 meters.
The Irishman was timed in 3 minutes,
35.6 seconds en route to winning the
mile in 3:51.66 last Friday night in the
Meadowlands Invitational at East
Rutherford, N.J.
O'Sullivan's clocking bettered the ac-
cepted world record of 3:36.03, set by
Jose-Luis Gonzalez of Spain on March
1, 1986, at Olviedo, Spain.
However, the record books list three
faster times than CrinTiladei'S an 41 Ont
faster than O'Sullivan's.
. •-
The three are 3:54.4 by O'Sullivan last •
year, When he won the Meadowlands In-
vitational in 3:50.94 and 3:35.6 by
Eamonn Coghlan and 3:36.0 by Steve
Scott, ,both at San Diego on Feb. 20, •
1981.
However, none was accepted as the
world record because there were an in-
sufficient number of Official watches
taking those times For record purposes,
there must be at least three official wat-
ches timing a performance.
For O'Sullivan's 1,500-meter perfor-
mance a year ago, there was only one
official timer and for the Coghlati and
Scott race eight years ago, there was.not
The Doly Maine Campus. Timidity. February 14.1949_ 
ets 1500 record
orie official timer.
In addiiIML. Coghlan said he ran a
3:34.7 en rOute to•getting a world milg
-record of 349.78 in the 1983
Meadowlands Mile. However, the
number of official timers also was in-
iuffcient then.
"I don't remember the situation
then," Bob Hersh, recOrds chairman
of the Athletic Congress, the national
governing body for track and field, said
Monday.
But Hersh said because of sibat
cuffed in O'Sullivan's case in 1988, "we
were alert to get the record documented
this year.' •
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that
..y04, verify enrollment status
periodic basis: -
Accordingly, the following times and places
been arranged for your convenience starting on
February 20 and ending on February 24
ORONO-C-AiviPUS_
Monday througirftidaic-LOO a.m. le 43044n.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Halt
CAMPUS
Monday through Friday. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on
Bookstore
-The record will delinately be ac- •
rimiest!' Hersh said Of O'Sullivan's .
• performance last week In which he
finished with the fifth-fasted mile time
in history. .
Prior to last week's race. O'Sullivan
was not concentrating on breaking the
1,500 record. His mind was set on
smashing Coghlan's mile mark.
Although he didn't get it, "the 1,500
record was some consolation."
O'Sullivan said Moanday at a luncheon
of the Metropolitan Track Writers.
But he said that if someone had pac-
ed him through the three-quarters of a
--mile, instead of abandoning him at the
- halfway mark. he might of broken
Coghlari's hallowed mark—the only U
3:50 indoor mile clocking.
Give yourself
a hand
against
breast
cancer 0-
Mait breatt tritraan-tuotiaa I pen ot
  oou, ro.othi, r.us LT*
dm 1,4 regular's tor ,IniCai mon and
41 mammography. •
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Cancer Society '
Wt'ic ivere to hair
ELECTIONS for STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
and ROC have
been RE
-SCHEDULED
for TUESDAY FEB. 14
VO'CE At:
Memorial Union, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Off Campus, Fraternity students, end University Col* residents
Universtiy College, I I a.m. to I pm. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
University College Residents and Off Campus students
Al campus dining commons, I I a.m. to 1 Fyn. and 4 p.m. to 6_p.m.
al Campus Oda* - students may vote on* in their own commons.
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